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 2 
Abstract 3 

 4 

Multiple taxi types with different service areas exist in practice. However, to the best of 5 

our knowledge, there is no methodology to determine the best service region of each type of 6 

restricted area taxi in a taxi market. It is also unclear what the determinant factors are for the 7 

design. This paper proposes a nonlinear mixed integer programming model to determine the 8 

service areas. The objective is to maximize social welfare. A greedy heuristic is developed to 9 

solve the model. Numerical examples are given to show the performance of the heuristic and 10 

the determinant factors for the design. 11 
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1. Introduction 16 

Taxis are an important part of the transportation system of any city. Taxis offer 24-hour, 17 

comfortable, and door-to-door transportation services. The taxi industry is usually regulated 18 

in two main ways: entry restriction and price control. In order to examine the economic 19 

consequences of different regulatory policies, previous studies have been conducted (e.g., 20 

Douglas, 1972; De Vany, 1975; Manski and Wright, 1976; Foerster and Gilbert, 1979; 21 

Shreiber, 1981; Beesley and Glaister, 1983; Schroeter, 1983; Frankena and Pautler, 1986; 22 

Hackner and Nyberg, 1995; Arnott, 1996; Cairns and Liston-Heyes, 1996; Flores-Guri, 2003; 23 

Yang et al., 2005a,b; Fernandez et al., 2006; Moore and Balaker, 2006; Loo et al., 2007; 24 

Yang and Yang, 2011; Yang et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016). The general objective of these 25 

studies is to understand the manner in which demand and supply are equilibrated in the 26 

presence of such policies, hence providing useful insights for the taxi policy-making process 27 

of the government (Yang et al., 2002). 28 

All of the above studies use an aggregate approach and do not take into account the spatial 29 

structure of the taxi market. To address this problem, Yang and Wong (1998) first made an 30 

attempt to depict taxi movements in a road network under a given origin-destination (O-D) 31 

pattern, in which a simultaneous system of equations was proposed to describe the 32 
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movements of both occupied and vacant taxis. Their model was calibrated and validated by 33 

Wong et al. (1999). Further enhancements and extensions on their network model of urban 34 

taxi services were made in various ways to deal with demand elasticity (e.g., Wong et al., 35 

2001; Yang et al., 2002), bi-lateral customer and taxi searching (e.g., Wong et al., 2005), 36 

multi-class and multi-mode taxi services (e.g., Wong et al., 2004, 2008), non-linear taxi 37 

pricing (e.g., Yang et al., 2010a), searching and meeting frictions (e.g., Yang et al., 2010b), 38 

dynamic taxi demand and information (e.g., Yang et al., 2005b; Long et al., 2017), and 39 

e-hailing (e.g., He and Shen, 2015; Qian and Ukkusuri, 2017a; He et al., 2018). 40 

Until most recently, the advancement of data science and technology provided a useful tool 41 

to further study the properties of the taxi market. Generally, the data-driven approach was 42 

used to study taxi ridership (e.g., Qian and Ukkusuri, 2015), the customer search behavior of 43 

vacant taxi drivers (e.g., Wong et al., 2014a,b, 2015), taxi group ride (e.g., Qian et al., 2017), 44 

time-of-day pricing (e.g., Qian and Ukkusuri, 2017b), and the efficiency of e-hailing services 45 

(e.g., Zhan et al., 2016). The most of the above aggregate and network models can be 46 

reformulated into single-level optimization models with regulatory variables, such as fare and 47 

fleet size, as model parameters. In contrast, only a few studies proposed bilevel optimization 48 

models to determine optimal regulatory variables for road networks with taxis (e.g., Zhu et al., 49 

2013; Zhang and Ukkusuri, 2016).  50 

Although the properties and regulations of the taxi market have been extensively 51 

investigated, some critical regulatory problems still need to be further studied, one of which 52 

is the taxi service area design (TSAD) problem. The service area of a taxi is a region of the 53 

city in which taxis are allowed to run and provide services to customers. Conventionally, 54 

taxis are allowed to operate anywhere in a city. However, in some cities, taxis are classified 55 

into different types according to their confined service areas. Taxis with a service area 56 

restriction are only allowed to provide their service within the designated area. For instance, 57 

Hong Kong introduced two types of taxis known as the New Territory (NT) taxis and the 58 

Lantau taxis in 1978 in addition to the urban taxis. The urban taxis are allowed to operate 59 

anywhere in the city, while the NT taxis and the Lantau taxis are only allowed to provide 60 

their services to customers within their respective service areas (see Fig. 1). According to a 61 

report from the Hong Kong government, customer demand for public transport, especially the 62 

long-haul demand, had been increasing rapidly with the development of new towns and major 63 

infrastructure projects in the remote areas of the city (HKSAR, 2008). However, the fare 64 

level of the urban taxis made them less competitive with public transport to serve 65 

long-distance travelers. Consequently, urban taxis tended to cluster in the more profitable and 66 
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populated areas, which led to a shortage of taxis in the newly developed rural towns and thus 67 

the customer waiting time for a taxi in those areas became long. Therefore, the NT taxis and 68 

the Lantau taxis were introduced with the expectation of improving taxi availability and 69 

service quality in the remote areas. The practice of TSAD can also be found in New York 70 

City. A Boro Taxi program was launched in 2013 to introduce a new type of taxi to the city 71 

known as the Boro Taxis. According to the New York City Taxi & Limousine Commission, 72 

the GPS data collected from the existing yellow taxis indicated that 95% of the taxi pick-ups 73 

occurred in Manhattan below 96th Street and at John F. Kennedy International and LaGuardia 74 

airports, which made residents outside the aforementioned areas more difficult to hail a taxi 75 

on streets (New York City Taxi & Limousine Commission, 2018). Therefore, the Boro Taxis 76 

were introduced and their service areas are confined within the under-served areas with the 77 

expectation of improving taxi availability and service quality. Apart from the realistic 78 

applications of TSAD, we believe that further discussions on TSAD are needed for the 79 

following reasons. First, the impacts and necessity of TSAD need to be verified. Second, 80 

there is no methodology to determine the best service area of each taxi type. Last but not least, 81 

the determinant factors to the design need to be investigated. Unfortunately, despite the 82 

substantial previous studies mentioned above, the attention that had been paid to the TSAD 83 

problem was extremely rare. Wong et al. (2008) only developed a taxi network model with 84 

the consideration of the service region of restricted area taxis. Liang et al. (2016) only 85 

introduced a methodology to determine the service area of a homogenous taxi system used as 86 

the last mile of travelers after taking trains.  87 

To fill the research gaps, this paper proposes an optimization model for designing the 88 

service areas of restricted area taxis by extending the taxi service model proposed by Wong et 89 

al. (2008), which considers multiple taxi types serving different areas. Our proposed model 90 

captures congestion effects and two modes, namely taxis and non-taxis (i.e., private cars and 91 

other public transports). The taxis can be further classified into normal taxis and restricted 92 

area taxis according to their respective service areas. Normal taxis can operate anywhere in 93 

the network whereas restricted area taxis are only allowed to operate in the area determined 94 

by the regulator. The TSAD problem considers only one type of normal taxi but multiple 95 

types of restricted area taxis. It is formulated as an optimization model that is aimed at 96 

maximizing social welfare. The problem has two sub-problems. The first sub-problem is the 97 

combined network equilibrium problem (CNEP). The second sub-problem is the regulatory 98 

problem, which is to select a specific region from the entire network as the service area of 99 

each type of restricted area taxi. A greedy heuristic that encompasses a sub-algorithm for 100 
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solving the CNEP is developed to solve the model. Using numerical examples, we examine 101 

the performance of the developed greedy heuristic, compare it with that of genetic algorithm 102 

(GA) and the enumeration method, and provide insights into TSAD. The results indicate that 103 

the greedy heuristic is more efficient to GA. The efficiency of the developed greedy heuristic 104 

is more significant as the network size is larger. The results also show that the best service 105 

area design may vary with the proportion of the fleet size of restricted area taxis, the total 106 

fleet size of all taxi types, total travel demand and distribution, the fare level of restricted area 107 

taxis, and design objectives. Finally, a case study is performed to show that the insights into 108 

TSAD obtained from the small network can be scalable to a larger network. 109 

The main contributions of this paper include the following: 110 

1. We introduce a new TSAD problem with multiple taxi types and determine the service 111 

areas of restricted area taxis.  112 

2. We propose a methodology to formulate the problem. 113 

3. We develop a novel greedy heuristic to solve the problem. 114 

4. We provide insights into designing taxi service areas. 115 

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 develops the mathematical formulation of 116 

the proposed optimization model. Section 3 introduces the greedy heuristic. Section 4 117 

presents the numerical examples. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives future 118 

research directions. 119 
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 120 

Fig. 1 District map of Hong Kong and permitted operating areas of taxis (Wong et al., 2015) 121 

2. Mathematical formulation 122 

Consider a network ( , )G V A  where V  is the set of nodes and A  is the set of directed 123 

links. A node represents a zone of the study area and a directed link represents a one-way 124 

main road. There are three modes of vehicles: normal taxis, restricted area taxis, and other 125 

vehicles (i.e., non-taxi vehicles). The normal taxis are allowed to operate anywhere in the 126 

network, while the restricted area taxis are only allowed to operate within the specific region 127 

determined by the regulator. The TSAD problem is to select zones to form different regions, 128 

which is aimed at maximizing social welfare subject to specific design constraints and 129 

network equilibrium conditions. Each region is designated as the service area of a type of 130 

restricted area taxi. 131 
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2.1. Notations 132 

The following notations are used in this paper: 133 

Indices 134 

 ,i j   Indices for the origin and destination nodes (zones) of travel; 135 

 ,e u ,l  Indices for nodes; 136 

 r    Index for paths; 137 

 q    Index for taxi types, which represents normal taxis when it equals 1, and 138 

represents restricted area taxis when it is greater than 1; 139 

 m    Index for vehicle classes. 140 

Sets 141 

 I    Set of origin nodes (or zones); 142 

 J    Set of destination nodes (or zones); 143 

 Q    Set of taxi types; 144 

 M   Set of all vehicle classes: 1) non-taxis ( n ), 2) different types of occupied taxis 145 

( ,o q ), and 3) different types of vacant taxis ( ,v q ); 146 

 m
ijR   Set of paths for class m vehicles from zone i  to zone j . 147 

Parameters/Constants 148 

 0b    Value of time; 149 

 1b    Value of customer waiting time for taxis; 150 

 nb    Mileage cost incurred by a traveler who takes non-taxi modes ($/km); 151 

 ,
1
o qb    Mileage charge to a user in a type q  taxi ($/km); 152 

 ,
2
o qb    Congestion-based charge to a user in a type q  taxi ($/h); 153 

 d
qb    Mileage operating cost for a type q  taxi ($/km); 154 

 c
qb    Hourly operating cost for a type q  taxi ($/h); 155 

 qN    Fleet size of type q  taxis; 156 

 K    A large constant; 157 

 , ,
m
ij eu r    Element of the link route incidence matrix, where , , 1m

ij eu r   if route r  for 158 

class m vehicles between OD pair ( i , j ) passes through link ( , )e u , and 0 159 

otherwise. 160 

Decision variables 161 
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 m
rf    Traffic flow of class m  vehicles on path m

ijr R ; 162 

 f     
, , ,ij

m
r r R m M i I j J

f
   

; 163 

 m
ijT    Auxiliary variable representing the travel demand for class m  vehicles from 164 

zone i  to zone j ; 165 

 q
iO    Auxiliary variable representing the total customer demand for type q  taxis 166 

originated from zone i ; 167 

 q
jD    Auxiliary variable representing the total customer demand for type q  taxis to 168 

zone j ; 169 

 q
lX    Binary decision variable, which equals 1 if zone l  is included in the 170 

operating area of type q  restricted area taxis, and 0 otherwise; 171 

 X     
, {1}

q
l l V q Q

X
  

; 172 

 q
euy    Non-negative continuous decision variable that indicates the amount of flow 173 

with respect to type q  restricted area taxis from node e  to its adjacent node 174 

u ; 175 

 y     
( , ) , {1}

q
eu e u A q Q

y
  

; 176 

 q
ls    Binary decision variable, which equals 1 if node l  is chosen as a sink with 177 

respect to type q  restricted area taxis, and 0 otherwise; 178 

 s     
, {1}

q
l l V q Q

s
  

; 179 

 q
eu    Binary decision variable, which equals 1 if both nodes e  and u  are in the 180 

service area of type q  restricted area taxis, and 0 otherwise; 181 

 Φ    
( , ) , {1}

q
eu e u A q Q


  
. 182 

Functions 183 

 ( )eu eut     Vehicle travel time on link ( , )e u  with a traffic volume of eu ; 184 

 m
euc    Generalized travel cost for class m  vehicles to travel on link ( , )e u  as 185 

perceived by the corresponding users; 186 

 m
rC    Total generalized travel cost (disutility) for class m  vehicles to travel on path 187 

r ; 188 
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 m
ijC    Minimum generalized travel cost for class m  vehicles to travel from zone i  189 

to zone j ; 190 

 q
iW    Customer waiting time for a type q  taxi in zone i ; 191 

 q
iw    Taxi waiting time of a type q  taxi in zone i ; 192 

 ,
/
v q

i jP    The probability of a vacant type q  taxi that originates from zone j  and 193 

meets a customer in zone i ; 194 

 n
ijP    The probability of a traveler who chooses a non-taxi class to travel from zone 195 

i  to zone j ; 196 

 o
ijP    The probability of a customer who takes a taxi from zone i  to zone j ; 197 

 ,o q
ijP    The probability of a customer who takes a type q  taxi from zone i  to zone 198 

j ; 199 

 o
ijL    Logsum of the disutility of travel perceived by users who take taxis from zone 200 

i  to zone j ; 201 

 D
ijL    Average consumer surplus perceived by users from zone i  to zone j ; 202 

 q
iY    Expected profit of a driver of a type q  taxi that meets customer in zone i ; 203 

 ,t
m
ijh    Average travel time of class m  vehicles from zone i  to zone j ; 204 

 ,d
m
ijh    Average travel distance of class m  vehicles from zone i  to zone j ; 205 

 q
iZ    Number of vacant type q  taxis that meet customers in zone i  per hour. 206 

 207 

Using the above notations, the TSAD problem can be formulated into a single-level 208 

optimization model and has two sub-problems, namely the CNEP (see Section 2.2) and the 209 

regulatory problem (see Section 2.3). 210 

2.2. The combined network equilibrium problem 211 

The first sub-problem is the combined network equilibrium problem (CNEP) adapted from 212 

the study of Wong et al. (2008) and describes taxi movements in a network with multiple taxi 213 

types. A revision is made (Section 2.2.4) by using a different behavioral assumption on the 214 
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customer search of vacant taxi drivers. The CNEP is expressed as a set of constraints as 215 

depicted below. 216 

2.2.1. Occupied taxi movements and hierarchical mode choice 217 

In the following, let the superscripts “ n ”, “ o ”, and “ v ” be, non-taxis, occupied taxis, and 218 

vacant taxis, respectively. We further denote occupied taxis and vacant taxis with respect to 219 

different taxi types as “ ,o q ” and “ ,v q ”, respectively, in which q  represents normal taxis 220 

when it equals 1, and represents restricted area taxis when it is greater than 1. We also denote 221 

{( ), ( , ), ( , )}m M n o q v q   as the index of vehicle classes. Denote I  and J  as the sets of 222 

origins and destinations in the network ( , )G V A , respectively. Let ijD  be the total travel 223 

demand from origin i I  to destination j J , which is fixed and known. With taxis and 224 

non-taxi vehicles running in the network, ijD  is expressed as 225 

 , , ,  n o
ij ij ijD T T i I j J      (1) 226 

in which n
ijT  and o

ijT  are, respectively, the non-taxi demand and the total taxi demand from 227 

i  to j  and the latter one equals the sum of demand for each taxi type: 228 

 , , , .  o o q
ij ij

q Q

T T i I j J


      (2) 229 

,o q
ijT  is the number of occupied taxis of type q  from i  to j . For each taxi type q , we 230 

have the following trip end constraints: 231 

 , , ,  o q q
ij i

j J

T O i I q Q


     and (3) 232 

 , , , .  o q q
ij j

i I

T D j J q Q


      (4) 233 

We further assume that travelers select their mode based on the hierarchical logit mode 234 

choice structure as shown in Fig. 2. They select between non-taxis and taxis in the 235 

upper-level and choose between normal and restricted area taxis in the lower-level. 236 
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 237 

Fig. 2 A hierarchical mode choice structure for travelers 238 

The probability of travelers taking non-taxis from i  to j  is given as 239 

 1

1 1

exp( )
, ,  ,

exp( ) exp( )

n
ijn

ij n o
ij ij

C
P i I j J

C L


 


   

  
  (5) 240 

in which 1  is the upper-level dispersion coefficient and n
ijC  is the minimum generalized 241 

travel cost perceived by travelers taking non-taxis from i  to j . o
ijL  is the logsum of the 242 

disutility of travel perceived by customers who take taxis from i  to j . It is expressed as 243 

 ,
2

2

1
exp( ),  ,  ,o o q

ij ij
q Q

L C i I j J
 

        (6) 244 

where 2  is the lower-level dispersion coefficient and ,o q
ijC  is the minimum generalized 245 

travel cost perceived by the customers who take type q  taxis from i  to j . Clearly, the 246 

probability of customers taking taxis from i  to j  is expressed as 247 

 1 , , .o n
ij ijP P i I j J       (7) 248 

Given that a traveler has chosen to travel by taxi, the probability that he/she chooses a type 249 

q  taxi from i  to j  is given as 250 

 
,

2,
,

2

exp( )
,  , ,  .

exp( )

o q
ijo q

ij o q
ij

q Q

C
P q Q i I j J

C


 




    


 (8) 251 

For any given total travel demand from i  to j , the number of trips taken by non-taxis 252 

and type q  taxis can now be respectively expressed as 253 

 , , n n
ij ij ijT D P i I j J     and (9) 254 
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 , , , , , o q o o q
ij ij ij ijT D P P q Q i I j J     .  (10) 255 

2.2.2. Cost structure 256 

The generalized travel cost of a link is associated with its link travel time, in which the latter 257 

is determined by the hourly traffic flow of the link. Denote ( , )e u A  as a link in the 258 

network, in which e  and u  form a pair of adjacent nodes (Note that e u  when it 259 

represents an intra-zonal link). The hourly traffic flow of ( , )e u  is then given as 260 

 , , , ( , ) ,
m
ij

m m
eu ij eu r r

m M i I j J r R

f e u A 
   

      (11) 261 

where , ,
m
ij eu r  is an element of the link-route incidence matrix, which is equal to 1 if path r  262 

for class m  vehicles between OD pair ( i , j ) traverses link ( , )e u  and 0 otherwise. m
rf  is 263 

the hourly traffic flow of vehicle class m  on route m
ijr R . 264 

The travel time eut  of link ( , )e u  is defined as  265 

 0 2( ) (1 0.5( ) ), ( , ) , eu eu eu eu eut t S e u A       (12) 266 

in which euS  represents the capacity of link ( , )e u  and 0
eut  is the free-flow travel time on 267 

that link. 268 

The generalized travel cost of class m vehicles on link ( , )e u , which is denoted as m
euc ,  269 

is defined by the weighted sum of the link travel time eut  and link length eud . Then, we 270 

have m
euc  expressed as 271 

 0 ( ) , ( , ) , n n
eu eu eu euc b t b d e u A      (13) 272 

 , , ,
0 1 2( ) ( ), ( , ) , ,o q o q o q

eu eu eu eu eu euc b t b d b t e u A q Q         and  (14) 273 

 ,
c d( ) , ( , ) , ,  v q q q

eu eu eu euc b t b d e u A q Q       (15) 274 

where 0b  is the value of time, nb  is the mileage cost incurred by a traveler who takes 275 

non-taxi classes. ,
1
o qb  and ,

2
o qb  are, respectively, the mileage and congestion-based fares 276 

charged to customers who take type q  taxis. d
qb  and c

qb  represent, respectively, the 277 

mileage and hourly operating costs for a type q  taxi. 278 

With Eqs. (13)-(15), the generalized travel cost of class m  vehicles on path m
ijr R  can 279 

be defined as follows. 280 
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 , ,
( , )

, , , ,n n n n
r ij eu r eu ij

e u A

C c r R i I j J


         (16) 281 

 , , , ,
, , 1

( , )

, , , , ,o q o q o q q o q
r ij eu r eu i ij

e u A

C c bW r R q Q i I j J


            and (17) 282 

 , , , ,
, ,

( , )

, , , , ,v q v q v q v q
r ij eu r eu ji

e u A

C c r R q Q i I j J


            (18) 283 

where 1b  is the value of customer waiting time for taxis and q
iW  is the customer waiting 284 

time for a type q  taxi in zone i . We can then define the minimum generalized travel cost of 285 

a class m vehicle from i  to j  as  286 

 min( , , , , )   m m m
ij r ijC C r R m M i I j J      .  (19) 287 

With the travel time on each link from Eq. (12) and the distance of each link, we can define 288 

the average travel time and distance of each path, respectively: 289 

 
, ,

( , )

,t

( )

, , ,
m
ij

m
ij

m m
r ij eu r eu eu

e u Ar Rm
ij m

r
r R

f t

h m M i I j J
f

 




 
 
     

 


    and  (20) 290 

 
, ,

( , )

,d , , , ,
m
ij

m
ij

m m
r ij eu r eu

e u Ar Rm
ij m

r
r R

f d

h m M i I j J
f






 
 
     

 


      (21) 291 

where ,t
m
ijh  and ,d

m
ijh  are, respectively, the average travel time and distance of class m  292 

vehicles from i  to j . 293 

2.2.3. Customer and taxi waiting times 294 

It is defined that the customer waiting time ,  ,  q
iW i I q Q   , which is an endogenous 295 

variable of the CNEP, varies across zones and depends on both the density and the 296 

searching/waiting time of vacant type q  taxis in zone i , i.e., 297 

( , ),  ,  ,q q q q
i i i iW W Z w i I q Q     where q

iZ  is the number of vacant type q  taxis that 298 

meet passengers in zone i  per hour, and ,  ,q
iw i I q Q    is the searching/waiting time of 299 

vacant type q  taxis in zone i . Note that at equilibrium, ,  ,q q
i iZ O i I q Q    . The 300 

specified customer waiting time used in this paper was derived from Douglas (1972) and 301 

Yang et al. (2002) and is given as 302 
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 , , ,  q i i
i q q q q

i i i i

W q Q i I
Z w O w

  
       (22) 303 

where i  is the area of zone i  and   is a parameter that is assumed to be the same for all 304 

zones. 305 

2.2.4. Profitability-based vacant taxi movement 306 

When a customer ride is completed, a taxi becomes vacant and cruises either in the same 307 

zone or goes to another zone in search of customers. Unlike Wong et al. (2008), we assume 308 

that during the customer search, each taxi driver attempts to maximize the expected 309 

profitability before finishing the next customer ride and becoming vacant again (see Wong et 310 

al., 2003). Hence, the probability of a type q  vacant taxi that originates from zone j  and 311 

eventually meets a customer in zone i  can be formulated as the following logit model: 312 

 
, ,

0,
/ , ,

' 0
'

exp{ ( ( ))}
, , , ,

exp{ ( ( ))}

q o q v q q q
i ji iv q

i j q o q v q q q
i ji i

i I

Y C b w
P q Q i I j J

Y C b w


  



 
    

 
     (23) 313 

in which q  is the dispersion coefficient of the logit model for vacant type q  taxis and 314 

,
0( )v q q q

ji iC b w  is the total searching and waiting cost for a type q  vacant taxi from zone j  315 

before meeting a customer in zone i . ,o q
iY  is the expected profit perceived by the driver of a 316 

type q  taxi from the next customer ride that originates from zone i , which is given as 317 

 

, , , , ,
1 ,d 2 ,t

,

(( ) ( ) )

, , .  

o q o q q o q o q q o q
ij d ij c ij

j Jo q
i q

i

T b b h b b h

Y q Q i I
O



  
   


   (24) 318 

In a stationary equilibrium state, the following conservation of flows of vacant taxis must 319 

also hold: 320 

 , , ,  v q q
ji j

i I

T D q Q j J


     and (25) 321 

 , ,
/ , , .  v q q v q q

ji j i j i
j J j J

T D P O q Q i I
 

         (26) 322 

2.2.5. Taxi service time constraint 323 

For each taxi type q Q , it is obvious that in one unit period (1 h), the sum of the total 324 

occupied and vacant times of all taxis is equal to the total taxi service time 1qN  . The total 325 
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occupied time is given by , ,
,t

o q o q
ij iji I j J

T h
   , while the total vacant time is the sum of the 326 

total searching and waiting times, which is given by , ,
,t( )v q v q q

ji ji ij J i I
T h w

 
  . Therefore, 327 

the following taxi service time constraint must be satisfied: 328 

 , , , ,
,t ,t( ) , . o q o q v q v q q q

ij ij ji ji i
i I j J j J i I

T h T h w N q Q
   

        (27) 329 

2.2.6. Equilibrium, flow conservation, and non-negativity constraints 330 

In order to obtain the equilibrium path flow , , , , m m
r ijf r R m M i I j J      from the 331 

CNEP, the following constraints are needed: 332 

 ( ) 0, , , , m m m m
r r ij ijf C C r R m M i I j J       ,  (28) 333 

 , , , 
m
ij

m m
r ij

r R

f T m M i I j J


     , and (29) 334 

 0, , , ,m m
r ijf r R m M i I j J      .  (30) 335 

Eq. (28) is the user equilibrium constraint, which ensures that flow can be positive if the 336 

route used gives the lowest cost. Eq. (29) is the conservation of path flows, which indicates 337 

that the sum of path flows of each class m  between each O-D pair is equal to the 338 

corresponding O-D flow. Eq. (30) is the non-negativity constraint for path flows. 339 

2.3. Design constraints 340 

The second sub-problem is the regulatory problem in which the regulator selects regions in 341 

the entire network and each region is designated as the service area of a type of restricted area 342 

taxi. All regions must satisfy two specific criteria, namely the minimum-size and the 343 

contiguity constraints. The minimum-size constraint requires that the service area of each 344 

type of restricted area taxi must be non-empty, meaning that the service area must be 345 

comprised of at least one node (zone) from the study area. The contiguity constraint requires 346 

that every pair of nodes in the selected region is connected, which means that for every pair 347 

of nodes in the selected region, there exists at least one path in the region connecting them. 348 

The minimum-size constraint is defined as 349 

 1, {1}, q
l

l V

X q Q


      (31) 350 
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where q
lX  is the binary decision variable which is equal to 1 if node l  is included in the 351 

service area of type q  restricted area taxis, and 0 otherwise.  352 

To formulate the contiguity constraints, the formulation approach developed by Shirabe 353 

(2005) is used. The approach assumes that for the service area of each type of restricted taxi, 354 

there is only one arbitrarily chosen sink and every other node provides one unit of supply. For 355 

a service area to be contiguous, the supply sent from every source must ultimately arrive at 356 

the sink, without passing through the outside of the service area. The contiguity constraints 357 

are given as a set of linear constraints as follows. 358 

 
{ |( , ) } { |( , ) }

, , {1},q q q q
eu ue e e

u e u A u u e A

y y X Ks e V q Q
 

            (32) 359 

  1, {1}, q
l

l V

s q Q


      (33) 360 

 
{ |( , ) }

( 1) , , {1},q q
ue e

u u e A

y K X e V q Q


          (34) 361 

 2 , , , {1},q q q
e u euX X e u V q Q         (35) 362 

  , ,
{( , ),( , )}

, ( , ) , {1}
m
ij

q m m
eu ij eu r r

m o q v q i I j J r R

K f e u A q Q 
   

       , (36) 363 

 0, ( , ) , {1},q
euy e u A q Q       (37) 364 

 {0,1}, , {1},q
lX l V q Q        (38) 365 

 {0,1}, , {1},q
ls l V q Q       and (39) 366 

 {0,1}, ( , ) , {1},q
eu e u A q Q         (40) 367 

where q
euy  is a non-negative continuous decision variable of type q  restricted area taxis 368 

that indicates the amount of (imaginary) flow from e  to u . q
ls  is a binary decision 369 

variable indicating whether node l  is chosen as the sink of the service area of type q  370 

restricted area taxis ( 1q
ls   if node l  is a sink, 0q

ls   otherwise). q
eu  is a binary decision 371 

variable, which equals 1 if both nodes e  and u  are in the service area of type q  372 

restricted area taxis, and 0 otherwise. K  is a large constant. 373 

Constraint (32) represents the net outflow of each type of restricted area taxi from each 374 

node e . Constraint (33) requires that for each type of restricted area taxi, one and only one 375 

node is the sink. Constraint (34) avoids any (imaginary) flow entering into any node e376 

outside the service area of type q  restricted area taxis. Constraint (35) ensures that a link is 377 

included in any service area of restricted area taxis only if its tail and head nodes are selected 378 
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into that area. Constraint (36) makes sure that the flow of each type of restricted area taxi on 379 

a link can be positive only if the link is inside the corresponding restricted area. Conditions 380 

(37)-(40) define the variable domains. 381 

2.4. Social welfare 382 

The social welfare (denoted as SW ), which measures the effectiveness of TSAD, is a 383 

function of equilibrium path flows and the design variables of the regulatory problem. It is 384 

expressed as 385 

 ,SW TCS TPS    (41) 386 

where TCS  denotes the total consumer surplus and TPS  represents the total producer 387 

surplus, i.e., the profit of all taxi drivers per hour. 388 

The total consumer surplus, TCS , can be calculated by taking a weighted sum of the 389 

average consumer surplus, where the “weight” is the total travel demand between each O-D 390 

pair. Therefore, TCS  is formulated as  391 

 D ,ij ij
i I j J

TCS L D
 

    (42) 392 

where D
ijL  is the average consumer surplus of travelers who travel from zone i  to zone j  393 

by either taxi or non-taxi and is defined as  394 

 D
1 1

1

1
ln(exp( ) exp( )), , .  o n

ij ij ijL L C i I j J 


         (43) 395 

The total producer surplus TPS  is the difference between the total taxi fares charged to 396 

all customers (denoted as TF ) and the total taxi operating costs (denoted as TOC ). The 397 

formula of TPS  is expressed as  398 

 .TPS TF TOC    (44) 399 

We assume that the individual fare of taking a type q  taxi from zone i  to zone j  400 

along path ,o q
ijr R  is the sum of the cost of total travel distance and the cost of total travel 401 

time: 402 

 , , , , ,
, , 1 2

( , )

( ( )), , , .  o q o q o q o q o q
ij r eu r eu eu eu ij

e u A

F b d b t r R i I j J 


        (45) 403 

We can then obtain TF  by summing up all individual collected fares: 404 

 
,

, ,
, .

o q
ij

o q o q
r ij r

q Q i I j J r R

TF f F
   

     (46) 405 
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Substituting Eqs. (45) into Eq. (46) and utilizing Eqs. (20), (21), and (29), we obtain 406 

 , , , , ,
1 , 2 ,t( ).o q o q o q o q o q

ij ij d ij
q Q i I j J

TF T b h b h
  

     (47) 407 

The total operating costs (TOC ) can be obtained by summing up the individual operating 408 

cost of each taxi, including occupied and vacant taxis. The operating cost for an individual 409 

type q  taxi that travels from zone i  to zone j  is the sum of the mileage operating cost 410 

and the hourly operating cost along path ,o q
ijr R : 411 

 , , ,
, , d c

( , )

( ( )), , , .  o q o q q q o q
ij r eu r eu eu eu ij

e u A

OC b d b t r R i I j J 


        (48) 412 

For vacant taxis, we need to add the waiting time cost into the operating cost. Hence, the 413 

operating cost for a vacant type q  taxi that travels from zone j  to zone i  along path 414 

,o q
ijr R  in search of customers can be expressed as 415 

 , , ,
, , d c

( , )

( ( ( ) )), , , , .   v q v q q q q v q
ji r eu r eu eu eu i ji

e u A

OC b d b t w r R q Q i I j J 


          (49) 416 

Summing up ,
,

o q
ij rOC  and ,

,
v q
ij rOC  along all paths and utilizing Eqs. (20), (21), and (29), we 417 

have the total operating cost as 418 

 , , , , , ,
d ,d c ,t d ,d c ,t{ ( ) ( ( ))}.o q q o q q o q v q q v q q v q q

ij ij ij ji ji ji i
q Q i I j J

TOC T b h b h T b h b h w
  

       (50) 419 

With Eqs. (47) and (50), we rewrite Eq. (44) as 420 

 , , , , , , , ,
1 d ,d 2 c ,t d ,d c ,t{ (( ) ( ) ) ( ( )}.o q o q q o q o q q o q v q q v q q v q q

ij ij ij ji ji ji i
q Q i I j J

TPS T b b h b b h T b h b h w
  

         (51) 421 

2.5. Mathematical program for the TSAD problem 422 

Denote ( , , , )T T T T TΔ X y s Φ  and ( , , ), , , ,Γ  q q m
i j ijO D T m M q Q i I j J      . The TSAD 423 

problem can be formulated as follows. 424 

 
,

max
Δ f,Γ

 SW TCS TPS    (52) 425 

subject to 426 

Combined network equilibrium constraints: Eqs. (1)-(30); 427 

Design constraints: Eqs. (31)-(40), 428 

in which TCS  and TPS  are respectively defined by Eqs. (42)-(43) and (51). 429 
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3. A greedy heuristic for solving the TSAD problem 430 

Generally, the mixed integer nonlinear formulation of the regulatory problem implies that the 431 

computational time required to solve the TSAD problem by exact methods such as 432 

enumeration or branch and bound methods increases exponentially with the network size. 433 

Hence, we propose a greedy heuristic to solve the TSAD problem, especially when the 434 

problem size is large. The proposed greedy heuristic determines the service areas of all types 435 

of restricted area taxis by sequentially adding each type into the network. For each type to be 436 

added, the initialization phase is first performed to generate a set of solutions, in which each 437 

solution represents a service area that consists of only one node in the network, and the 438 

corresponding social welfare is also calculated. Then, the expansion phase and the local 439 

search phase are performed on every solution in the solution set to get new solutions until the 440 

stopping criteria are satisfied. Lastly, the solution with the maximum social welfare as the 441 

service area of the selected type is outputted. The three phases are repeated until all types of 442 

restricted area taxis are added to the network. The calculation of social welfare for each given 443 

TSAD during the solution procedure requires solving the CNEP with the solution method 444 

proposed by Wong et al. (2008). 445 

3.1. The initialization phase 446 

In this heuristic, a solution for type q  restricted area taxis is represented by a binary vector 447 

qX =  q
l l V

X


. In the initialization phase, this heuristic generates a set of solutions, denoted as 448 

{ | 1, 0, , { }}q q q
i lX X i V l V i        X . Each solution in   represents the service 449 

area design that consists of only one arbitrarily chosen node in the network. Fig. 3 450 

demonstrates the generation of   using a simple nine-node network, in which k  indicates 451 

the index of the solution. Afterward, the social welfare associated with each solution is 452 

calculated, denoted by , 1,2,...,kSW k   , assuming that the previously determined service 453 

areas of other types of restricted area taxis are unaltered. 454 
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 455 

Fig. 3 Illustration of the initialization phase 456 

3.2. The expansion phase 457 

After the initialization phase, each solution in   is selected to perform the expansion 458 

phase. The expansion phase aims at improving the selected solution by expanding the 459 

corresponding service area. Each expansion includes all nodes adjacent to the currently 460 

selected service area to obtain a new one. If the social welfare increases after the expansion, 461 

this phase updates the solution to the new one and continues expanding the region. Otherwise, 462 

it keeps the current solution and selects the next solution in  . The expansion phase is 463 

repeated until all solutions in   have been selected. The main steps of the expansion phase 464 

are described in Table 1 and Fig. 4 illustrates how to improve a solution by the expansion 465 

with the first ( 1k  ) and the fifth ( 5k  ) solutions in Fig. 3 as examples. After the expansion 466 

phase, each solution in   will be updated to a new solution. 467 

 468 

Table 1 Main steps of the expansion phase 469 
The expansion phase 

Inputs: A solution set   and the social welfare associated with each solution 

, 1,2,...,kSW k    

1: for 1,...,k   , do  

2: repeat  

3: 
Include all nodes adjacent to the sub-network represented by q

kX  to obtain a 

new solution q
kX  

4: Calculate the social welfare kSW   associated with q
kX   

5 2 

9 3 6 

8 

4 1 7 
1 2 3 

1k  2k  3k 

Solution set 

4 5 6 

4k  5k  6k 

7 8 9 

7k  8k  9k 
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5: if k kSW SW   then 

6: Set q
kX  = q

kX  

7: Set k kSW SW   

8: else 

9: Set 1k k   

10: end if 

11: until all nodes in the network are included to q
kX  

12: Set 1k k   

13: end for 

 470 

 471 

 472 

Fig. 4 Illustration of improving initial feasible solutions by expanding their service areas 473 

3.3. The local search phase 474 

The local search phase is performed on the updated solution set   after the expansion 475 

phase. It is proposed to fine-tune each solution , 1,...,q
k k  X  in   and to finally 476 

determine the service area of the type of restricted area taxi under consideration. The main 477 

steps of the local search phase are displayed in Table 2. For each solution , 1,...,q
k k  X  478 

obtained from the expansion phase, we first put all nodes that are adjacent to q
kX  into a pool. 479 

Next, we form a new solution by picking a combination of nodes from the pool and changing 480 

1 1k 
Expand 

5 2 

3 

4 1 7 
Expand 

5k  5 
Expand 

5 2 

6 

8 

4 

5 2 

9 3 6 

8 

4 1 7 

Expand 

2 

4 1 
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the corresponding q
lX   in q

kX  to 1. Then, we try all possible combinations. Fig. 5 shows 481 

how to generate the service areas corresponding to all possible new solutions with a given 482 
q
kX . Afterward, we find the best new solution that improves the social welfare the most 483 

compared with q
kX . We replace q

kX  with the best new solution. After improving each 484 

, 1,...,q
k k  X , we output the one with the maximum social welfare as the final service area 485 

of the concerned type of restricted area taxi. 486 

 487 

Table 2 Main steps of the local search phase 488 
The local search phase 

Inputs: The updated solution set   and the social welfare associated with each solution 

, 1,2,...,kSW k    obtained from the expansion phase 

1: for 1,...,k   , do  

2: Determine  , which is the set of nodes adjacent to q
kX   

3: repeat  

4: 
Pick one combination of nodes from   and change the corresponding q

lX  

in q
kX  to 1 to form a new solution q

kX    

5: Calculate the social welfare kSW   associated with q
kX   

6: if k kSW SW   then 

7: Set q
kX  = q

kX  

8: Set k kSW SW   

9: end if 

10: until all combinations of nodes from   are selected 

11: if k kSW SW  then 

12: Set q
kX  = q

kX  

13: Set k kSW SW   

14: end if 

15: Set 1k k   

16: end for 

17: Output the solution with the maximum social welfare as the final service area of 
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the type of restricted area taxi under consideration 

 489 

 490 

 491 

Fig. 5 Illustration of the service areas corresponding to all possible new solutions in the local search phase1 492 

4. Numerical examples 493 

In this section, three examples are given, in which the first one shows the performance of the 494 

greedy heuristic versus that of genetic algorithm (GA) and the enumeration method while the 495 

second example provides insights into TSAD using a small network. Finally, a case study is 496 

performed to show that the insights into TSAD from the small network can be scalable to a 497 

large network. The heuristic and GA were coded in MATLAB 2018a and were run on a Dell 498 

OptiPlex 7050 desktop with an Intel Core i7-7700 CPU@3.6 GHz and 64.0 GB RAM. For 499 
                                                      
1 The TSAD {1,2,4} is obtained from the expansion phase assuming that the social welfare declines after the expansion from 
{1,2,4} to {1,2,3,4,5,7} 

Pool of nodes 
adjacent to   

1k 

2 

4 1 
3 7 5 

2 

3 

4 1 

2 

4 1 7 

5 2 

4 1 

2 

3 

4 1 7 

5 2 

3 

4 1 

5 2 

3 

4 1 7 

5 2 

4 1 7 

Possible new solutions 
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each given design, the equilibrium path flows and O-D flows of each class are obtained by 500 

solving the corresponding variational inequality (see Wong et al., 2008). 501 

4.1. Performance of the developed greedy heuristic 502 

The performance of the developed greedy heuristic is investigated in comparison to that of 503 

GA and the enumeration method using four network examples, in which there are three grid 504 

networks with their sizes as 4 × 4 (Fig. 6), 5 × 5 (Fig. 7), and 6 × 6 (Fig. 8) together with a 505 

real-world network based on the HKSAR, China (Fig. 9, the indices of zones are shown in 506 

circles). The number of taxi types in all the network examples is assumed to be 3, with 1 type 507 

of normal taxi and 2 types of restricted area taxis (denoted as type A and type B). In each 508 

network example, the fleet size of each type of taxi is given in Table 4. For the three grid 509 

network examples, the total travel demand originated from each node is assumed to be 1000 510 

veh/h, with the destinations being evenly distributed among all nodes in the network. The 511 

travel impedance functions for all links are given as Eq. (12), where the free-flow travel times 512 

of all links are 0.06 h and the capacities of all links are 3000 veh/h. The lengths of all links 513 

are 3 km. The other input parameters in this sub-section are shown in Table 3. 514 

The Hong Kong (HK) network was constructed based on the statutory planning zones 515 

defined by the Town Planning Board of the Hong Kong Government (see Fig. 9). This 516 

network consists of 125 zones and 440 links. The intra-zonal and inter-zonal demands (trips/h) 517 

were derived with reference to the AM peak-hour trip data recorded in the Travel 518 

Characteristic Survey (HKSAR, 2002) and were multiplied by the ratio of the population of 519 

Hong Kong between 2018 and 2002, which is around 1.11, to capture the most up-to-date 520 

travel demand pattern of the city. The free-flow speeds and capacities of all links are assumed 521 

to be 50 km/h and 10000 veh/h, respectively. As for the areas of zones ,i i V   , the values 522 

were obtained from the report of Land Supply in Hong Kong (Legislative Council, 1997) and 523 

the parameter 0.01   is assumed to be the same for all zones. The link lengths, total travel 524 

demand, and the areas of zones are available from http://web.hku.hk/~ceszeto/LiSzeto 525 

_TSAD_data.zip. 526 

Table 3 Input parameters for the example  527 
Input parameters Values 

Users’ value of time 0 100 ($ / h) b   
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Value of customer waiting time for taxis 1 200 ($ / h) b   

Mileage cost to a user of a non-taxi mode 5 ($ / km) nb   

Mileage charge to a taxi passenger ,
1( , ) (6,4,2) ($ / km) o qb q Q   

Congestion-based charge to a taxi passenger ,
2( , ) (80,50,40) ($ / h) o qb q Q   

Mileage operating cost d( , ) (1,1,1) ($ / km) qb q Q   

Hourly operating cost c( , ) (60,30,20) ($ / h) qb q Q   

Dispersion coefficient for the upper-level 

logit mode choice 
1 0.03 (1/ $)  

 

Dispersion coefficient for the lower-level 

logit mode choice 
2 0.06 (1/ $)  

 

Dispersion coefficient for vacant taxi search 

behavior 
( , ) (0.25,0.25,0.25) (1/ $) q q Q    

Parameter for the relationship of customer 

and taxi waiting times of zones 

(not applicable to the HK network example) 

( , ) 2 (veh h) i i I   
 

 528 

Table 4 Taxi fleet sizes  529 
Network 4×4 5×5 6×6 HK network 

Normal taxis 1000 5500 9500 15000 

Restricted area taxis     

Type A 400 1200 2300 3800 

Type B 200 600 800 1200 

 530 

 531 

Fig. 6. A 4 × 4 grid network 532 
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 533 

Fig. 7 A 5 × 5 grid network 534 

 535 

Fig. 8 A 6 × 6 grid network 536 

 The solution procedure of GA includes initialization, natural selection, crossover, and 537 

mutation. A solution was encoded as a binary vector X =  
, {1}

q
l l V q Q

X
  

.  New solutions (i.e., 538 

chromosomes) were generated in the initialization phase by randomly picking nodes in the 539 

network. Single-point crossover was implemented with the crossover rate as 0.8. The 540 

mutation rate was set at 0.05. For any infeasible solution encountered during the solution 541 

procedure, we discarded it and regenerated a new one in the same way as the initialization 542 

phase to complement the population. The fitness function is the same as the objective 543 

function. The population size of GA is equal to the corresponding number of nodes V  and 544 

the running time of GA was set to be equal to that required by the heuristic. For the three grid 545 

network examples, the enumeration method that tries all feasible solutions one by one to 546 

obtain the best solutions as benchmarks was also applied.  547 
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Table 5 shows the solutions to the grid network examples obtained by the heuristic, GA, 548 

and the enumeration method, together with the corresponding computational times. The 549 

results show that the solutions to the grid network examples produced by the heuristic and the 550 

enumeration are identical, while GA can also obtain the same results as the heuristic in the 4 551 

× 4 and 5 × 5 network examples but fails to do so in the 6 × 6 network example. This is 552 

because on one hand, the probability that GA encountered infeasible solutions increases as 553 

the network size increases, which resulted in more time to discard the infeasible solutions and 554 

to regenerate new ones and thus a low convergence speed of the population. On the other 555 

hand, extra time is needed for GA to check the feasibility of the solutions with respect to the 556 

design constraints, while the solutions produced by the heuristic can always satisfy the design 557 

constraints. Note that due to the symmetric topologies and demand patterns, there are 558 

multiple optimal solutions to the three grid network examples. For instance, the optimal 559 

solution of types A and B restricted area taxis to Fig. 7 are respectively 560 

{7,8,9,12,13,14,17,18,19} and {8,12,13,18}, which means that the following solutions are 561 

also optimal: 1) {7,8,9,12,13,14,17,18,19} and {8,13,14,18}; 2) {7,8,9,12,13,14,17,18,19} 562 

and {12,13,14,18}; 3) {7,8,9,12,13,14,17,18,19} and {8,12,13,14}. 563 

GA and the heuristic were also run to solve the HK network example with the same 564 

computational time and the summary of the results are displayed in Table 7, in which we can 565 

see that the result produced by the heuristic (the network illustrations of the results can be 566 

found in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) is superior to that by GA with the same computational time. 567 

Moreover, Fig. 12 shows the convergence speed of the two algorithms for solving the HK 568 

network example, which shows that the heuristic can always find a better result than GA. 569 

 570 
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Fig. 9 The 125-zone Hong Kong network (Town Planning Board, 2018) 
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 574 
Table 5 Summary of the results of the small network examples in Section 4.1 575 

Network 4 × 4 5 × 5 6 × 6 

Optimal solution 

({nodes included}) 
   

-Proposed greedy heuristic    

  Type A {2,5,6,7,10,11} 
{7,8,9,12,13,14,17,

18,19} 

{9,10,15,16,20,21,

22,23,27,28} 

  Type B {6,7,10} {8,12,13,18} {9,15,16,21,22,27} 

-GA    

  Type A {2,5,6,7,10,11} 
{7,8,9,12,13,14,17,

18,19} 

{8,9,10,11,13,14,1

5,16,20,21} 

  Type B {6,7,10} {8,12,13,18} {8,9,10,14,15,21} 

-The enumeration method    

Type A {2,5,6,7,10,11} 
{7,8,9,12,13,14,17,

18,19} 

{9,10,15,16,20,21,

22,23,27,28} 

  Type B {6,7,10} {8,12,13,18} {9,15,16,21,22,27} 

Computational times (hrs)    

-Proposed greedy heuristic 0.26 1.41 4.04 

-GA 0.26 1.41 4.04 

-The enumeration method 0.81 56.13 398.67 

 576 
Table 6 Summary of results of the Hong Kong network example 577 

Network 
Optimal solution 

Type A 

Optimal solution 

Type B 

Social welfare 

(×108$) 

Computati

onal times 

(hrs) 

Greedy 

heuristic 

{3,4,5,6,7,9,12,22,23,

24,25,26,27,32,33,35,

36,37,38,39,41,106,1

09,110,111,112,113,1

14,115,116} 

{22,23,24,25,32,36

,37,38,39,110,111,

112,113,114,125} -8.31 13.75 

GA 
{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,12,

22,23,24,25,32,35,36,

{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,1

2,13,35,103,104,10
-8.74 13.75 
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37,38,39,41,103,104,

106,109,110,111,112,

113,114} 

6,109,114} 

 578 

 579 
Fig. 10 Operating zones of type A taxis obtained by the heuristic 580 

 581 
Fig. 11 Operating zones of type B taxis obtained by the heuristic 582 
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  583 
Fig. 12 Convergence graph of the HK network example 584 

4.2. Insights into TSAD 585 

This section provides the strategic analysis of TSAD. A 4-node network as shown in Fig. 13 586 

is adopted for the analysis. The total travel demand , , ijD i I j J   , the link travel distance 587 

, ( , ) eud e u A   are given in Table 7 and Table 8, respectively. The free-flow speeds of all 588 

links are assumed to be 50 km/h. Unlike Section 4.1, we only assume one type of restricted 589 

area taxi operating in the example network because this allows us to easily enumerate all 590 

possible TSADs and to ensure the optimality of the TSAD. Obviously, there are in total 15 591 

possible TSADs in the example network, which are indexed from 1 to 15 as shown in Table 9 592 

for a better presentation later. Note that case 15, which includes all four nodes in the example 593 

network, is a special case in which the restricted area taxis are allowed to operate anywhere 594 

in the network like the normal taxis. 595 

For comparative analysis, we will also investigate the TSAD from a different perspective, 596 

namely the total absolute difference in customer waiting time (TADCWT). The TADCWT is 597 

the sum of the absolute difference in the average customer waiting time between each pair of 598 

zones in the network, where the average customer waiting time in a zone is obtained by 599 

dividing the sum of the customer waiting times for all taxi types by the total taxi demand in 600 

that zone. The TADCWT reflects the equity in customer waiting time. The lower the value is, 601 
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the more equity the design is. Therefore, the best TSAD in view of equity in customer 602 

waiting time is expected to be the one with the lowest TADCWT. 603 

 604 

 605 
Fig. 13 The example network 606 

Table 7 Total travel demand ijD  (persons/h) 607 
 1 2 3 4 Total 

1 1003 2287 573 512 4375 

2 2195 1210 604 585 4594 

3 601 613 1600 208 3022 

4 532 598 197 1589 2916 

Total 4331 4699 2974 2894 14907 

 608 

Table 8 Link travel distances eud  (km) 609 
 1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 7 9 

2 3 2 9 7 

3 7 9 2 7 

4 9 7 7 2 

 610 

  611 
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 612 
Table 9 Indices for different TSADs 613 

Index TSAD Index TSAD 

1 {1} 9 {2,4} 

2 {2} 10 {3,4} 

3 {3} 11 {1,2,3} 

4 {4} 12 {2,3,4} 

5 {1,2} 13 {1,2,4} 

6 {1,3} 14 {1,3,4} 

7 {1,4} 15 {1,2,3,4} 

8 {2,3}   

 614 

4.2.1. Fleet size variation 615 

The effects of taxi fleet size on TSAD are investigated in two ways. First, we look into how 616 

the ratio of two taxi types affects the best TSAD in terms of social welfare maximization and 617 

equity. To achieve this, we fixed the total fleet size at 3200 (veh) and considered three 618 

different combinations of fleet sizes of the two taxi types, which are represented as 619 

(3200,0)I , (2500,700)II , and (2310,890)III . I , II , and III  are the indices of fleet size 620 

combinations. The first number in each bracket is the fleet size of normal taxis while the 621 

second one is the fleet size of restricted area taxis. Note that combination I  is a special case 622 

in which there is no restricted area taxi in the network, meaning that the hierarchical mode 623 

choice model collapses into a simple binary logit mode choice model between non-taxis and 624 

normal taxis with the new dispersion coefficient assumed to be *
1 0.03 (1/ $)   . All other 625 

unspecified input parameters take the same values as those in Table 3. 626 

Fig. 14 plots the social welfares of different TSADs under different combinations. Clearly, 627 

the social welfare does not change with different designs under combination I  since there is 628 

no restricted area taxi. However, we can observe that under combinations II  and III , their 629 

best TSADs exist and are {1,2} and {1,2,3,4}, respectively, and the corresponding social 630 

welfares are both larger than the social welfare under combination I . This can be explained 631 

as follows. By replacing normal taxis with restricted area taxis that have a lower fare level, 632 

the consumer surplus rises and the producer surplus falls. However, the rise is greater than 633 

the fall so the resulting social welfare increases. It also implies that introducing restricted area 634 

taxis to the market can be better than the single-type case in terms of social welfare 635 
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maximization. Meanwhile, the best TSAD under combination III  indicates no service area 636 

restriction on restricted area taxis and the corresponding optimal social welfare is better than 637 

that under combination II . This tells us that on one hand, the best TSAD may differ as the 638 

proportion of restricted area taxis to the total fleet size varies. On the other hand, having a 639 

service area restriction on restricted area taxis is not a must since the corresponding social 640 

welfare may be lower than that in the case without such restriction. Nevertheless, the above 641 

conclusions are dependent on the demand elasticity for taxi traffic. If the demand for taxi 642 

traffic was inelastic (i.e., 1  is a small value), introducing restricted area taxis would not 643 

attract sufficient passengers so that the increase in consumer surplus would not be greater 644 

than the decrease in producer surplus, which would, therefore, result in a decline in social 645 

welfare. Therefore, accurate calibration of parameters is necessary and further optimization 646 

can be conducted on both the fleet size proportion and the service areas of restricted area 647 

taxis simultaneously to draw a conclusion for the actual situation under consideration. 648 

 649 
Fig. 14 Social welfares of different TSADs under different fleet size combinations 650 

Fig. 15 shows that in terms of minimizing the TADCWT, the best TSADs under 651 

combinations II  and III  are the same, which is {3,4}, with the corresponding values of 652 

the TADCWT roughly as 0.078 (hr) and 0.07 (hr), respectively. Note that the two values are 653 
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both lower than the TADCWT under combination I , which is around 0.22 (hr). To explain 654 

this, we list out the average customer waiting time in each zone under combination I  and in 655 

case 6 under combination II  for example (see Table 10), in which we see that under 656 

combination I , zones 1 and 2 have lower average customer waiting times than zones 3 and 657 

4. This is because of the clustering of vacant taxis. Under combination I  (with normal taxis 658 

only), zones 1 and 2 are higher demand areas for (and more profitable areas to) taxi drivers 659 

than zones 3 and 4 so that vacant taxis tend to cluster in zones 1 and 2, leading to longer 660 

customer waiting times in zones 3 and 4. Unlike combination I, in case 6 under combination 661 

II , restricted area taxis operate only within zones 3 and 4. The average customer waiting 662 

times in zones 1 and 2 are higher because of the decline in the fleet size of normal taxis 663 

compared to combination I . Meanwhile, the average customer waiting times are lower in 664 

zones 3 and 4 since the availability of restricted area taxis is better ensured within the two 665 

zones by TSAD. Therefore, the resulting TADCWT is lower than that in combination I .  666 

 667 
Fig. 15 The TADCWTs of different TSADs under different fleet size combinations 668 

Comparing the results shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, we see that under both combinations 669 

II  and III , the design {3,4} is the worst case in terms of social welfare maximization but 670 
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the best one in terms of equity in customer waiting time. This means that the best TSAD may 671 

also vary with different design objectives and tradeoffs exist between social welfare 672 

maximization and customers’ equity. To avoid a large difference in customer waiting times 673 

among zones, equity or waiting time constraints should be incorporated into the proposed 674 

TSAD model. 675 
Table 10 Average customer waiting time for taxis in each zone (combination I and case 6 under combination II) 676 

Zone 1 2 3 4 

Combination I   0.034 0.042 0.088 0.081 

Combination II      

{3,4} 0.051 0.055 0.064 0.066 

 677 

Next, we examine the impact of total taxi fleet size on the best TSAD with a fixed ratio of 678 

the fleet sizes of normal taxis to restricted area taxis. This ratio is the same as that of 679 

combination III , i.e., 2310:890. Three scenarios were designed with three different total 680 

fleet sizes: 3200 (veh), 2830 (veh), and 2500 (veh). All other input parameters remain 681 

unchanged. We calculated the corresponding single-type cases with only normal taxis in the 682 

market as benchmarks.  683 

Fig. 16 plots the social welfare of each TSAD under different total taxi fleet sizes, in which 684 

the dash lines represent the single-type cases. The figure shows that the best TSADs under 685 

the aforementioned total taxi fleet sizes in terms of maximizing social welfare are, 686 

respectively, {1,2,3,4}, {1,2,3}, and {1,2}. Each best TSAD is better than the corresponding 687 

single-type case, which can also be explained by the fact that the consumer surplus rises with 688 

the introduction of restricted area taxis and the rise is greater than the fall in producer surplus. 689 

Besides, the area of the best TSAD shrinks as the total taxi fleet size decreases. This can be 690 

explained by the increase in customer waiting time with fewer taxis in service so that both the 691 

consumer and producer surpluses decrease. 692 
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 693 Fig. 16 Social welfares of different TSADs under different total taxi fleet sizes 694 

Fig. 17 depicts the TADCWT of each TSAD under different total fleet sizes. It shows that 695 

the fleet size only affects the magnitude of the customer waiting time in each zone because 696 

the customer waiting time in each zone increases as the total fleet size decreases. However, 697 

the best TSADs under different total fleet sizes are the same, namely the design {3,4}. We 698 

can explain this as a consequence of the unchanged demand distribution despite the change in 699 

fleet size. The distribution of vacant taxis is only affected by the demand distribution. As the 700 

demand distribution remains the same, the distribution of vacant taxis remains the same. To 701 

conclude, the best TSAD in terms of equity may not change as total taxi fleet size varies. 702 
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 703 
Fig. 17 The TADCWTs of different TSADs under different total fleet sizes 704 

4.2.2. Total travel demand level and distribution 705 

In this section, we analyze the impacts of demand level and distribution on the best TSAD. 706 

The parameter setting is based on that under combination (2310,890)III  in Section 4.2.1, 707 

while the modifications on total travel demand level and distribution are given separately. 708 

To obtain a different distributing pattern of the total travel demand, we switched the 709 

positions of two pairs of elements in Table 7, namely 12D  and 34D , 21D  and 43D , so that 710 

travel demand between nodes 3 and 4 now becomes more intensive than that between any 711 

other pair of nodes. Then, we calculated the social welfare and TADCWT of each TSAD and 712 

obtained Fig. 18 and Fig. 19, in which the results of the single-type situations with only 713 

normal taxis in the market are also given. 714 

Fig. 18 shows the social welfare of each TSAD under the modified total travel demand 715 

distribution. We can observe that the best TSAD shrinks from {1,2,3,4} (see the green line in 716 

Fig. 14) to {2,3,4} after the demand distribution changes. This can be explained by the longer 717 

travel distance between nodes 3 and 4 than that between nodes 1 and 2 that leads to longer 718 
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occupied taxi hours and hence a lower taxi demand served. This further leads to a decrease in 719 

both consumer and producer surpluses and hence the social welfare falls. 720 

 721 
Fig. 18 Social welfares of different TSADs under the modified demand distribution 722 

Fig. 19 plots the TADCWTs of different TSADs under the modified demand distribution. 723 

It is observed that the lowest TADCWT is obtained from a different TSAD ({1,4}) compared 724 

with the result in Fig. 15 ({3,4}). As the demand distribution changes, the clustering pattern 725 

of vacant taxis changes accordingly to satisfy the demand. As now the travel demand 726 

between nodes 3 and 4 is more intensive, more vacant taxis tend to cluster in the two nodes 727 

so that customers in nodes 1 and 2 suffer from a longer waiting time for taxis. 728 
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 729 
Fig. 19 The TADCWTs of different TSADs under the modified demand distribution 730 

Then, we look into the impact of total travel demand level on the best TSAD. The 731 

modification of demand distribution is not considered here and the original total travel 732 

demand pattern as shown in Table 7 was used. Three cases were considered. In each case, all 733 

elements of Table 7 were multiplied by the same demand scaling factor. The factor took the 734 

values of 1, 1.15, and 1.3. 735 

Fig. 20 plots the social welfare of each TSAD under different total travel demand levels, 736 

from which we learn that the best TSAD shrinks from {1,2,3,4} to {1,2,3} and eventually to 737 

{1,2} as the total travel demand level increases. This can be explained as follows. When the 738 

total travel demand level is relatively low, setting no service area restriction to both taxi types 739 

benefits all travelers with an alternative taxi choice. However, as the total travel demand level 740 

rises, the customer waiting times in all zones in {1,2,3,4} increases, leading to decreases in 741 

both the consumer and producer surpluses. Hence, a smaller service area of restricted area 742 

taxis, i.e., {1,2,3}, ensures that the customer waiting times within this service area will not be 743 

significantly affected. The same rule applies when this service area keeps shrinking from 744 

{1,2,3} to {1,2} with the further growth of the total travel demand. The result implies that the 745 
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total travel demand level can also affect the best TSAD in terms of social welfare 746 

maximization. 747 

 748 
Fig. 20 Social welfares of different TSADs under different total travel demand levels 749 
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 750 
Fig. 21 The TADCWTs of different TSADs under different total travel demand levels 751 

Fig. 21 depicts the TADCWT of each TSAD under different total travel demand levels and 752 

indicates that the lowest TADCWT under each demand scale is attained at the same TSAD, 753 

i.e., {3,4}. By increasing the total demand, the customer waiting time increases, but the 754 

distribution of vacant taxis remains the same as the demand distribution remains unchanged. 755 

Therefore, the total travel demand level does not affect the best TSAD in terms of equity. 756 

4.2.3. Taxi fare level 757 

In this section, we examine how taxi fare level affects the best TSAD. To see this, we 758 

simultaneously decreased the distance-based ,2
1( )ob  and congestion-based ,2

2( )ob  charges of 759 

the restricted area taxis to get two new fare levels other than those in Table 3, namely 760 
,2 ,2

1 2( , ) (4,50)o ob b   and ,2 ,2
1 2( , ) (3, 40)o ob b  . All other parameters take the same values as 761 

those in Section 4.2.1, with the combination of the fleet sizes of the two taxi types the same 762 

as combination (2310,890)III . 763 
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 764 
Fig. 22 Social welfares of different TSADs under different fare levels of restricted area taxis 765 

Fig. 22 shows the social welfare of each TSAD under different fare levels of restricted area 766 

taxis. We observe that as the designed fare level decreases, the best TSAD changes from 767 

{1,2,3,4} to {1,2,3}, and {1,2} afterwards. This is because the demand for restricted area 768 

taxis increases as ,2
1
ob  and ,2

2
ob  decrease, which leads to the rise in the customer waiting 769 

time for restricted area taxis. Therefore, narrowing the service area of restricted area taxis is 770 

necessary to ensure that social welfare is maximized after the fare levels decrease. 771 
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 772 
Fig. 23 The TADCWTs of different TSADs under different fare levels of restricted area taxis 773 

Fig. 23 plots the TADCWT of each TSAD under different fare levels of restricted area 774 

taxis. We observe that the best TSAD in terms of TADCWT minimization or equity remains 775 

unchanged as the fare level decreases. The reason is that the reduction in fare only increases 776 

the total demand of restricted area taxis, but does not change the demand pattern for restricted 777 

taxis. 778 

4.3. Case study 779 

To demonstrate that the insights obtained from the small network are scalable to large 780 

networks, we also performed a case study of the Hong Kong network as shown in Section 4.1 781 

by investigating the impact of fleet size combination on TSAD. We assumed a single 782 

restricted area taxi type (type A in Section 4.1) and fixed the total taxi fleet size as 18800 783 

(veh). Like the 4-node network example, three fleet size combinations were designed as 784 

(16800,2000)I , (15000,3800)II , and (11000,7800)III . All other unspecified parameters 785 

took the same as those in Section 4.1. The results obtained by the greedy heuristic are 786 

displayed in Table 11, from which we can tell that the service area of restricted area taxis 787 

obtained by the heuristic expands as the proportion of the fleet size of these taxis increases 788 

(e.g., the combination changes from combination I to III). This can be explained in the same 789 
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manner as that in the small network example that the rise in consumer surplus is greater than 790 

the decrease in producer surplus by replacing normal taxis into restricted area taxis. 791 

Meanwhile, it is also interesting to observe that the output social welfare under combination 792 

II(15000,3800) (-9.02×108$) is smaller than that in Table 6 (-8.31×108$) in Section 4.1 in 793 

which there are three types of taxis. This implies that in this example, introducing type B 794 

taxis in addition to normal taxis and type A taxis can further contribute to the rise in social 795 

welfare. 796 

 797 
Table 11 TSAD of Hong Kong network under different fleet size combinations 798 

Fleet size 

combination 
Solution Social welfare (×108$) 

I 
{3,4,5,6,24,35,36,37,39,40,41,43,106,109,110,11

3,114} 
-9.11 

II 
{3,4,5,6,7,9,12,22,23,24,25,26,27,32,33,35,36,37,

38,39,41,106,109,110,111,112,113,114,115,116} 
-9.02 

III 

{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,12,22,23,24,25,26,27,30,31,32,33

,35,36,37,38,39,41,79,103,106,109,110,111,112,1

13,114,115,116,125} 

-8.76 

 799 

5. Conclusion 800 

We have developed a mixed integer nonlinear optimization model to determine the taxi 801 

service area design with the objective to maximize social welfare. The model contains two 802 

sub-problems. The first one is a combined network equilibrium problem; the second one is a 803 

regulatory problem, which is to select a specific region from the entire network as the service 804 

area of each type of restricted area taxi. A greedy heuristic is proposed to solve the model. 805 

Numerical examples are given to examine the performance of the proposed heuristic and to 806 

provide insights into taxi service area design. The results show the following: 807 

1. The proposed greedy heuristic can produce the same results as the enumeration method 808 

with a large decrease in computational time and can produce a superior result than the 809 

genetic algorithm within the same computational time in a Hong Kong network 810 

example. The efficiency of the developed greedy heuristic is more significant as the 811 

network size increases. 812 
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2. Under social welfare maximization, the best service area design may vary with the 813 

proportion of the fleet size of restricted area taxis to the total fleet size of taxis, the total 814 

fleet size of both normal and restricted area taxis, the total travel demand level and the 815 

demand distribution, and the fare level of restricted area taxis.  816 

3. Under the minimization of the total absolute difference in customer waiting time 817 

between each pair of zones, the best service area design may vary with the proportion 818 

of fleet size of restricted area taxis to the total fleet size and demand distribution, but 819 

the best service area design may not vary with the total fleet size of both normal and 820 

restricted area taxis, the total travel demand level, and the fare level of restricted area 821 

taxis.  822 

4. In terms of social welfare maximization, having a service area restriction for restricted 823 

area taxis is not a must.  824 

5. Introducing restricted area taxis properly can reduce the customer waiting time inside 825 

the service area of restricted area taxis but increase the customer waiting time outside 826 

that area.  827 

6. We may have contradictory conclusions on the best taxi service area design under 828 

different design objectives, e.g., social welfare maximization and the minimization of 829 

the total absolute difference in customer waiting time between each pair of zones in the 830 

network. 831 

7. A tradeoff exists between social welfare maximization and customers’ equity in terms 832 

of the total absolute difference in customer waiting time between each pair of zones. 833 

8. Under social welfare maximization, the area of the best TSAD may shrink as the total 834 

taxi fleet size or the fare level of restricted area taxi decreases or as the total demand 835 

increases. 836 

We believe that this paper opens up some new study directions. First, an extension can be 837 

made to the model by incorporating heterogeneous customers as proposed by Wong et al. 838 

(2008) to depict various demand elasticities among heterogeneous customers. Second, travel 839 

demand often varies over time of day. Introducing a time-dependent fleet size or service area 840 

scheme (e.g., introducing peak hour taxis in the central business districts or for specific 841 

commuting routes during peak hours) to our framework in responsive to the demand variation 842 

may help to improve customers’ mobility and the service qualities of taxis. Third, traffic 843 

dynamics may be a key factor that affects service area design. One possible research direction 844 

is to extend the proposed framework to consider traffic dynamics. One approach can be based 845 

on network macroscopic fundamental diagrams (e.g., Yildirimoglu and Geroliminis, 2014; 846 
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Yildirimoglu et al., 2015; Ramezani and Nourinejad, 2018). Fourth, more behavioral 847 

considerations of taxi drivers can be considered in two possible ways. On one hand, taxi 848 

drivers may choose between different types of taxis to drive according to the possible income 849 

of each type. When a significant imbalance exists between incomes of the two types of taxi 850 

drivers, the supply of drivers to the two types may also be imbalanced. Consequently, it is 851 

necessary to consider the fairness among drivers in terms of the income by adding more 852 

constraints to the current model. On the other hand, the service time of drivers can also be an 853 

important issue. Our investigated system is purely centralized such that all taxis are mandated 854 

to serve the market all the time. This assumption is reasonable as we only consider one hour 855 

peak period. However, this assumption may not be applicable if the modeling period is 856 

extended, for example, to a whole day with a large demand variation over time of day. In this 857 

case, it is unreasonable and inefficient to have all drivers working all day long. Therefore, the 858 

assumption can be relaxed in future studies by allowing drivers having a choice of shift, such 859 

as morning, night, and peak hour shifts. Fifth, the equilibrium model proposed from Wong et 860 

al. (2008) was developed based on the concepts of “meta-zones” (in which every meta-zone 861 

consists of many links (i.e., streets between intersections) and many intersections) and 862 

“meta-links” (in which each meta-link contains many parallel and convoluted streets between 863 

meta-zones) and their model used the well-known BPR function to determine both intra- and 864 

inter-meta-zonal travel times. However, the BPR function has its limitations. For example, 865 

there is no evidence that the BPR function can accurately represent the relationship between 866 

traffic flow and travel time on meta-links. Moreover, the BPR function allows link flow to be 867 

greater than its capacity, which can also be unrealistic. Therefore, future studies can focus on 868 

the validation and calibration of BPR functions for meta-zones. Last but not least, one 869 

challenging research direction is to develop exact methods to get optimal solutions to our 870 

studied problem efficiently.  871 
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